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ooperation among tumor cells may improve their odds 
of survival and eventual malignancy, as proposed by 
Robert Axelrod, Kenneth Pienta (University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, MI), and David Axelrod (Rutgers University, 
Piscataway, NJ). By applying the theoretical analysis of 
cooperation known as game theory, the authors offer a new way 
to view cancer progression.
Originally an economic analysis, game theory is now 
widely used. “In terms of societies, businesses, even political 
parties,” says David Axelrod, “competition, where one wins 
and one loses, is not necessarily the best strategy. But 
cooperate, and both can win.” He and his colleagues argue that 
the same can be said for tumor cells.
Tumors are a mixed bag of cells that have acquired different 
mutations, creating unique lineages. Malignancy is thought to 
result only when a subclone gains all of the necessary mutations, 
while many others die out due to genetic instability or host 
defenses. Game theory, say the authors, adds to this thinking by 
suggesting that different tumor subclones share resources and 
thereby help each other survive and multiply.
In a theoretical analysis, the authors discussed a few examples 
in which a hallmark of cancer is also a sharable resource. For 
example, one hallmark is the ability to produce growth factors. A 
lineage that secretes a necessary soluble growth factor may help 
nearby tumor cells that lack this factor but express its receptor. It 
may, in turn, get another growth factor from a second lineage. 
Another hallmark is angiogenesis. Tumor cells may produce 
diffusable angiogenic factors that induce blood vessels, which 
support neighboring cells that lack these factors.
According to the authors, the theory is consistent with what is 
known about tumor biology and makes predictions that can be 
tested, such as the presence of different growth factors expressed by 
nearby cells. But even before the theory’s validity is tested, they 
hope that biologists and publishers will be open to theoretical 
reports that stimulate new experiments. “New ways of thinking can 
be as powerful as obtaining new data,” says Axelrod. “As biologists, 
we’ve been in the business of collecting data. Now we have to start 
thinking about how this data can be put together.”
Reference: Axelrod, D., et al. 2006. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 
103:13474–13479.
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Partially transformed tumor cells that require two growth factors can 
cooperate. Those that make only factor A share with those that make 
only factor B, and vice versa.
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A transcriptional black hole
S
ilencing of the X chromosome creates a 
transcription-free nuclear compartment, 
based on ﬁ  ndings from Julie Chaumeil, 
Edith Heard (Curie Institute, Paris, France), and 
colleagues.
For cellular gender equality, female cells 
silence one of their two X chromosomes. This 
silencing is initiated by the Xist RNA, which coats 
the chromosome from which it is expressed. In 
differentiating embryonic stem cells, the authors 
now show, this coating is rapidly followed by the 
exclusion of the transcription machinery.
The exclusion of RNA Pol II and transcrip-
tion factors creates a transcription-free zone and 
is now the earliest event known to occur after 
Xist transcription. In fact, it happened even be-
fore several normally silenced X-linked genes 
were turned off. While still expressed, these 
genes were found on the periphery of the Xist 
zone, where they might reach polymerases.
When these loci were soon silenced, they 
repositioned to within the Xist domain. The tim-
ing of their movements suggests that transcrip-
tion begins to shut down before a locus enters 
the domain. Local DNA reorganization ap-
pears to be necessary for their entry, as the 
Xist domain itself did not expand. Perhaps teth-
ering to transcription factories prevents active 
loci from being internalized into the poly-
merase-free Xist environment.
The silencing of X-linked genes requires a 
conserved stretch of A-rich repeats in the Xist RNA. 
But the formation of the silent compartment was 
independent of these repeats, as was the silencing 
of repetitive X-chromosome sequences such as 
SINEs and LINEs within the Xist domain.
One model proposes that Xist RNA might 
create a zone that ﬁ  lters out transcription com-
ponents and thereby silences the DNA that lies 
within, but Heard is not yet sure. “Is it that a 
nuclear compartment is created, and thus silencing 
happens,” she says, “or is it that silencing hap-
pens, and thus you’ve created a compartment?” 
Either way, she wonders whether autosomes 
take advantage of the Xist compartment to silence 
their own genes.
Reference: Chaumeil, J., et al. 2006. Genes Dev. 
20:2223–2237.
RNA polymerase subunits and 
transcription factors (red) are 
excluded from regions where 
the Xist transcript (green) coats 
an X chromosome.
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